
Managed Compliance

The Inverto modern compliance plans are designed to simplify the

approach to compliance by using solutions that natively integrate

into existing M365 environments along with capability to plug into

third party providers and on premise. Achieving and maintaining

compliance in a modern workplace can be challenging, with

problems such as.

Inverto managed compliance is built on the industry leading M365

platform. Providing an integrated compliance solution that spans

across on premise and cloud environments. Protecting and

monitoring users and data, no matter where they are located.

Overview About Inverto
Inverto are a modern professional

IT organisation. Transitioning

businesses to a new way of

working with intelligent systems

and security baked into the

foundations.

Skillset  Challenges
Traditional IT departments are focused on problem solving and

business as usual tasks but are unaware of the broader compliance

requirements.

Data Visibility Challenges
Data flows between email exchanges and in an out of various file

storage systems. Businesses often lose track of the location of

sensitive data, threatening compliance.

Compliance Update Challenges
More than 200 updates across 750 regulatory bodies happen every

day. This puts a strain on businesses trying to retain compliance.
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Solution Brief



With Inverto Managed Compliance, we remove the headaches that

come with understanding compliance changes and bring IT closer

to legal and HR departments.

Consolidated Security
The M365 Compliance stack is natively built into your M365

environment. Meaning less time in setup of third-party tools and

more time remaining compliant. Consolidate vendors to reduce cost

and complexity.

Forever Compliant
Updates to regulation happen every day and cost should not prevent

adapting to change. All new features made available on your M365

plan and required changes to solutions are implemented at no extra

charge. Keeping you compliant, forever.

Big Picture Management
The Inverto compliance management team fits between existing IT

and legal\HR departments. Looking beyond the technical requirement

to understand industry regulation and ensure compliance is met.

Third Party Peer Reviews
Can you trust that your compliance solutions have been configured

to the highest standard? Inverto provides an independent third-party

peer review at no extra cost to provide peace of mind and verification

of a compliant environment.

Security Awareness Training
Effective security starts with people, so our Premium customers

receive a free security awareness training session each year as part

of their plan.

Solution
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Benefits
Govern data, no matter where it

resides

Extend your compliance team,

not your IT team

Achieve compliance faster

Reduce expenditure on

expensive resources

Discover

Protect

Prevent loss

Govern

Manage



Managed Compliance Plans

Inverto Managed Compliance plans have been created to fit your business no matter the size. Work

with our team to discover your requirements or start out small and grow.
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Compliance Score Roadmap and Implement

Products and Services

Information Governance

Starter Standard Premium

Term (Months) 0/12/24/36 0/12/24/36 0/12/24/36

License Requirements
(license subscription not included in plan)

M365 E5 or M365 E5 Compliance  (Add-on to M365 E3 or Add-on to O365
E3 + EMS E3)

Data Loss Prevention

Communication Compliance

Inverto Investigation and Litigation Management

Information Protection

Insider Risk Management

Records Management



FAQ

I already use products from different vendors and not ready to switch to Microsoft yet. Will        
 you still manage them?
Inverto supports a broad range of compliance products and vendors that can be used in place (or
alongside) the Microsoft stack. Talk to your modern compliance expert to find out more.

I am not sure if these products are a fit for my business. Can I trial them?
Yes of course. Not only can you trial them. Inverto compliance workshops are available to help you
understand the benefits of these solutions and how your business can benefit.

Do the plans include the required M365 licencing?
The plans do not include any Microsoft subscription costs.

Can you provide security awareness training on starter and standard plans?
Yes, we can. Security awareness is free for our premium customers and heavily discounted for our
starter and standard customers.
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Need more Info?
Contact us at info@inverto.com.au or call 1300 347 668
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